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Abstract
Young fast-growing companies operating in the digital economy represent a tendency which has, so far, been
little explored by academic literature that has, until now, not been able to form a systematic approach to this
topic. Among the many factors that can help to explain their rapid evolutionary dynamics, some researchers
(Ismail, 2013; Burke, 2015) underline the so-called use of Staff on Demand, that is to say freelance workers. In
other words, freelance personnel. One usually thinks that not having stable relationships with the companies for
which they work, contractors can help to streamline organizational processes and therefore favour faster growth.
By means of a multiple case study, this paper will show that, contrary to belief, Staff on Demand represents an
important but not crucial presence for fast-growing companies. The case study was carried out on a number of
recently formed Swedish companies. The collection of data and the interviews with their founders, CEOs and
HR Officers, clearly show that the most important role is still played by full time employees and that the
presence of Staff on Demand does not affect in any substantial way the growth of a company or of Human
Resource management.
Keywords: staff on demand, organizational rapid growth, emerging HRM practices, case study research
1. Introduction
It is an undeniable fact that the labor market is becoming ever increasingly more flexible (Süß& Kleiner, 2010)
and that the importance of freelancers within modern businesses, especially fast-growing business, is
continuously on the increase (Ismail, 2013). Many businesses prefer resorting to freelance workers for a wide
range of activities and this tendency could lead us to believe that traditional contractual employees are losing
their importance in business growth strategies. If, on the one hand, it is undoubtedly true that today the economic
context in which business operate has changed with regards to human resources, it is also true that there is no
clear indication of the precise roles played by freelancers and fulltime employees in the growth process of
businesses, and especially of the younger businesses. Managerial literature has not yet dealt with this topic and
there are still very few empirical studies focusing on the rapport between business performance and the type of
personnel employed. This subject is particularly interesting if one considers businesses that grow rapidly, in a
just a few years and sometimes, in just a few months from their foundation. According to Ismail (2013) these
so-called exponential organizations grow at a staggering rate thanks to one fundamental presence: staff on
demand. All freelance workers who have no fixed or continuous contracts with the business for which they work,
fall into this category. Ismail asserts that staff on demand is an essential element for any organization wishing to
grow rapidly. He states that “no matter how talented your employees, chances are that most of them are
becoming obsolete and uncompetitive right before your eyes … for any company today having a permanent,
full-time workforce is fraught with growing peril as employees fail to keep their skills up to date” (Ismail, 2013).
But are we sure about this? Are organizational processes that determine the growth of young companies really
based on the role of freelancers? This study will try to answer such questions with a qualitative approach,
concentrating on a multiple case study concerning five young Swedish businesses. Emerging literature focusing
on these themes often tell us about what happens in Silicon Valley or, more generally, in the United States
(Miller & Côté, 1985; Frick, 2016). It will be interesting then to look at what happens in Europe, where Sweden
undoubtedly represents a shining example of a nation that provides huge incentives to businesses, especially with
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regards to startups. Standing out on the Swedish scene is its capital Stockholm, a city with 900,000 inhabitants
that attracts into its confines an extremely high number of “unicorns” or, in other words, fast-growing businesses
(Knowledge@Wharton, 2015). With this case study, we will try to determine whether the presence of freelance
workers is important or otherwise for the rapid growth of the organizations taken into consideration and in which
fields these workers are most widely used. We will have to use a qualitative approach due to the fact that no
database is available providing the precise numbers of contractors used by each of these businesses. It is
relatively easy to establish the number of stable workers employed by a particular company, but almost
impossible to know how many non-stable workers they use. One hopes that, in the future, data can be gathered
on this category of worker that will help in carrying out empirical and quantitative research on this topic.
The results of this case study illustrate that the role played by stable workers is still crucial for the growth of a
business. This seems to at least partially contradict the theories of those who believe that high organizational
performance can not be achieved without resorting to freelance workers (Malone et al., 2011; Ismail, 2013;
Johns & Gratton, 2013).
2. Why Sweden?
Over the past few years, the number of startups founded in Sweden has risen enormously, so much so that that
some experts claim that this Scandinavian country and, in particular, its capital, are Silicon Valley’s true rivals,
especially with regards to young companies operating in the technology sector (Benwell, 2014). The Swedish
ecosystem, so favorable to businesses, has seen the birth of hugely successful companies, the latest of which is
undoubtedly Spotify. It is not easy to identify all of the elements that helped to make this company such a
success, but it has to be acknowledged that Sweden has invested massively over the years in creating ICT
infrastructures, which represent the true driving force of the current digital revolution. On top of that, Sweden
has grown at a vertiginous pace thanks to its efficient educational system which, at a university level,
concentrates heavily on subjects concerning engineering and information technology programming. As stated by
the OECD, 3.3% of Sweden’s gross national product is devolved to research, compared to an average of 2.3%
devolved by the other OECD countries (Gaitzsch, 2016). So-called “global thinking” is also very widespread in
the whole of the country, which creates a tendency to develop personal and work based links with people and
organizations from outside the national borders. This undoubtedly means that people are influenced by
circumstances foreign to their everyday reality enabling them to expand their thoughts without confines. From a
business point of view, young Swedish business people are constantly looking for original ideas and new
connections with foreign companies and institutions, especially in the United States. A successful example of this
is Silicon Vikings, a network of companies with a thousand or so affiliates and with the aim of giving birth to a
business community in which Scandinavian business people can work in close connection with their colleagues
in Silicon Valley, making their ecosystem of innovation even more solid. It is these very people, with their
immense baggage of intellectual capital, that supply the impulse to all the successful projects that the
Scandinavian countries are currently experiencing, as human resources are, probably, the main resource that
allows these innovative small Nordic businesses to be competitive (Tovstiga & Tulugurova, 2009). Today,
Sweden can count on a population that is inclined to internationalization and which is very skilled in the use of
new technologies. Since the 90’s, the government has granted allowances to families for purchasing computers.
It is estimated that today about 90% of Swedish households have internet connection. Those who in the 90’s
were little more than kids, have grown up in a culture that considers the presence of technology in everyday life
as being normal. Everything we have mentioned so far would lead us to believe that the leadership of Sweden,
and of Stockholm in particular, has been incontestable. In actual fact, however, Swedes have to cope with a
series of restrictive elements, most notably: house prices, taxation and legislative barriers (Gaitzsch, 2016).
While politicians are trying to make these factors less hostile to businesses, some startups have decided to move
their head offices to Germany. An example of this is SoundCloud, an online musical platform that moved to
Berlin for cutting costs. In conclusion, we can state that on the one hand Sweden quite rightly continues to invest
in its strong areas, enabling the birth of an ever increasing number of innovative domestic businesses, while on
the other hand there are a number of problems that make the country struggle to keep these businesses for any
lengthy period of time. The risk is, in fact, that of some of leading companies leaving the country after their
foundation, with inevitable and negative consequences regarding unemployment and economic growth. As proof
of the enormous potential this Scandinavian country is able to generate, let’s consider those shining business
examples that have experienced staggering growth over the past few years: Spotify, Mojang, Skype, Klarna and
King.
Spotify is, without doubt, one of the leading musical platforms worldwide. With over 75 million active users and
reaching 58 countries, the company today has an estimated value of 8.53 billion dollars. Mojang is itself another
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flagship of the Swedish economy. Founded by Markus Persson in May 2009, Mojang was acquired by Microsoft
in 2014 at a cost of 2.5 billion dollars. Skype, which is the most widely used Instant Messaging service in the
world, was founded in 2003 by the Swede Niklas Zennström in collaboration with his Danish and Estonian
colleagues. Since its foundation, the company has been the subject of four acquisitions, the last of which was in
2011 when it was acquired by Microsoft for a sum of 8.5 billion dollars. This all goes to show how attractive the
business had become in the years immediately following its foundation.
Alongside these companies, there is a wide array of other small business that continue to emerge everyday. Of
course, not all of them will reach the growth level of Skype or Spotify, but the mere fact that there are so many
business initiatives is solid proof of how the Swedish economical context is considered to be favorable by young
Swedish business people.
3. Methodology
With this study, we will try to comprehend which role Staff on Demand plays within young fast-growing
companies from at least two different points of view, which are summed up in the following research questions:
1st RQ: Does the presence of Staff on Demand influence the way in which Human Resource processes are
organized and managed?
2nd RQ: Is the presence of Staff on Demand really crucial for a fast-growing young company?
In order to answer these questions, we will use a multiple case study based on a qualitative approach. The aim is
that of contributing to the creation of a detailed and systematic study into the expansion dynamics of young
fast-growing companies. The use of this type of approach can be useful when dealing with questions that
researchers have not yet posed or questions that have not yet been adequately researched (Eisenhardt & Graebner,
2007) which, in the case of fast-growing companies, is particularly true. As Eisenhardt (1989) reminds us, those
who carry out research into businesses, usually develop their theories basing themselves on pre-existing
literature regarding a certain topic. In this case, this choice would be unfeasible due to the fact that there is very
little material available on the topic we are dealing with. Research being carried out by the use of case studies
continues to meet with increasing success (Yin, 2013), proving that it is valid and perfectly suitable approach for
developing new areas of research into fields which have so far been rarely investigated.
Companies with similar business lines were chosen and all of them operate in the field of new technology and
have a strong innovative vocation with strong emphasis on digitalization. The only company that differs is
Orbital Systems which offers services and products very different to businesses that work in the field of cyber
security or website creation. Orbital Systems, in fact, works in the field of water recycling and the choice of
including such a company is not casual. It helps us to understand if the management dynamics and the
importance of Staff on Demand depend on the type of business a company is involved in. As we will see, the fact
that Orbital Systems operates in a field that tends to be different from the other four companies, does not appear
to mean that it has a different approach to Human Resource management or a different way of dealing with
company growth. The case study was initiated starting from the collection of data relating to various key
indicators (sales, profit, number of customers/users, number of stable employees and the number of contractors)
and then to interviewing the Human Resource managers, CEO’s and founders of various companies. The results
are presented in a synthetic form in Table 2. In the next sections we will go more in depth into methodological
aspects.
Table 1. A synthesis of the methodology adopted
Research
Elements

Design

1_ Case Study Questions

2_ Purpose/Propositions

a)

Does the presence of Staff on Demand influence the way in which Human
Resource Processes are organized and managed?
b) Is the presence of Staff on Demand really crucial for a fast-growing young
companies?
Purpose: How does the Staff on Demand (SoD) influence HRM processes and
organizational growth?
Propositions:
1) Regardless of whether there is Staff on Demand or otherwise, fast-growing
companies tend to give core business tasks to permanent personnel.
2) The recruitment process is more formalized if the company tends to use
more permanent staff than SoD.
3) The recruitment process is less formalized if the company tends to use
more SoD than permanent staff.
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4)

3_ Units of Analysis

Collection of
Evidence

4_ Links between Data and
Propositions
5_ Criteria for Interpreting
Shorter
Case
Study
Interview

Analysis of Evidence
Final report

Explanation Building
Separate sections

The presence or absence of SoD within a company does not influence the
way in which HRM manages training processes.
5) The presence or absence of SoD within a company does not influence the
way in which HRM manages motivational processes.
6) SoD does not represent a crucial element for company growth.
5 Swedish organizations:
1) Weld
2) Detectify
3) Mentimeter
4) Apptimate
5) Orbital Systems
2 aspects:
a) HRM processes
- recruitment
- training
- motivation
b) Organizational Growth
Explanation Building
Rival Explanations
1) Founders
2) HR Officers
3) CEOs
Narrative form
One section for each company

Table 2. A synthesis of the main findings

Weld

Year of
Foundation
2014

Number of Stable
Employees
3

Number of
Contractors
10

Perceived importance of
having Staff on Demand
High

Detectify

2013

20

0

Low

Mentimeter 2014

9

0

Low

Apptimate
Orbital
Systems

5
40

3-5
10

Medium
Medium

Weld

2011
2012

Main Tasks Performed
by Contractors
Core and Non-Core
Business Tasks:
- Graphic design
- Accounting
- Generic Administrative
Tasks

Recruitment

Training

- Corporate website
- Digital platforms for stable
employees (e.g. Jobylon) and for
contractors (e.g. Voicebunny, Fiverr)

- Informal
procedures
- Mentorship
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Future Staff on Main Tasks performed
Demand Trends by Stable Employees
More Contractors Core Business Tasks:
- Software development
- Marketing
- Fund raising
No Contractors
Core Business Tasks:
- Marketing & Sales
- Tech functions
- Hacking
No Contractors
Core Business Tasks:
- Product development
- Coding
- Marketing & Sales
More Contractors Core Business Tasks
Not more
Core Business Tasks:
Contractors
- Commercial
- Operations
- IT
- Finance
- HRM
- IT
- Design
Motivation
Crucial Factors for
the Growth
No specific
- Fund raising
initiatives
- Experimen-tation
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Detectify

Mentimeter

Apptimate

Non-Core Business
Tasks

Orbital
Systems

Core Business Tasks
(High skilled
contractors)
Non-Core Business
Tasks (Low skilled
contractors)
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- Corporate website
- Digital platforms (e.g. Teamtailor)
§Formal process:
1) Screening
2) Technical challenge
3) Generic interview
4) Specific interview
- Recruitment Agencies
§Formal process:
1) First interview
2) Second interview
3) Third interview
4) Offer
-Corporate website
- Network
- Word of mouth
- Digital platforms
- Recruitment Agencies
- Digital platforms
(e.g. Workable, Youcruit)
- Corporate website
§Formal process:
1) Job description
2) Interview
3) Technical questions
4) Personality assessment
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- Competence
sharing

- No formal
working time
- Breaks from
work

- People
- Commitment
- Fund raising

- Internal way
- External way
- Mentorship

- Job in itself

-People
- Efficiency

- Learning by
doing
- Meetings
- Conferences
“Ad hoc”
practices

- Cooperation
- Sense of
belonging

- Team as a family
- Customers

- Right people in
the right job
- Ownership

- Values

4. Main Findings and Propositions
The businesses taken into consideration have all been founded in recent years and, with the exception of
Apptimate, which is undergoing a restructuring phase, all of them have a common tendency towards growth. The
element that immediately catches the eye is the different approach they have to Staff on Demand. For some, it is
an important element while for others it is an unessential factor for the business. From the point of view of the
tasks performed, generally we can state that tasks connected to the core business are given to stable employees.
This means that greater trust is given to stable employees and that the lasting working relationship is seen as a
guarantee for the successful outcome of company actions.
Proposition 1: Regardless of whether there is staff on demand or otherwise, fast-growing companies tend to give
core business tasks to permanent personnel.
The startups, while all having growth in common, adopt different HRM practices. From the recruitment point of
view, not all of them implement formal procedures. For Weld, the use of digital platforms is far more important.
The result is not surprising, since it is a company in which contractors are prevalent. Detectify, on the other hand,
also uses digital platforms but at the same time also uses a precise method of recruitment. The fact that there are
four distinct recruitment phases clearly shows us how important it is to get to know the candidate in view of his
or her hiring. We can deduce that a company interested in having only stable workers is more greatly focused on
recruitment. It is no coincidence then if the same situation can also be found at Mentimeter which, just like
Detectify, concentrates its attention to stable personnel. At Apptimate, there is no precise formalization of the
recruitment phase, while it is true that here the presence of contractors is nearly equal to that of stable employees.
Finally, there is also a formalization of recruitment at Orbital Systems. This type of choice appears to be coherent
with the decision to hire an ever increasing number of stable workers and continuously less contractors.
In general, with regards to recruitment, we can sum up the conclusions in the following propositions:
Proposition 2: The recruitment process is more formalized if the company tends to use more permanent staff
than staff on demand.
Proposition 3: The recruitment process is less formalized if the company tends to use more staff on demand than
permanent staff.
With regards to training, it is not easy to identify clear tendencies. In the case of mentorship, for example, this
practice is used both in Weld and in Mentimeter, in other words, two companies that from their approach to staff
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on demand point of view are completely different. A reasonable conclusion with regards to this could be that the
training practices are not linked to any particular composition of Human Resources and that, consequently, they
do not have any particular link to the presence or otherwise of staff on demand.
Proposition 4: The presence or absence of staff on demand within a company does not influence the way in
which HRM manages training processes.
With regards to motivation, we can more or less observe the same situation concerning training. Even in this case,
there does not, in fact, seem to be any notable difference in the way personnel is motivated both in companies
with a high presence of staff on demand and in companies with little or no staff on demand. We can reflect,
however, on at least two points.
First of all, in Weld there are no specific practices for strengthening motivation. This could mean that staff on
demand is hard to motivate by factors other than economic factors. On the other hand, we can see what happens
at Detectify and at Mentimeter, two companies where motivation is driven by the way in which time at work is
organized and by the content of this work. In these two companies, therefore, it seems that intrinsic motivations
have the better over those of an extrinsic nature. An ideal compromise is that of Orbital Systems, where
motivation is strengthened by giving the “right task to the right person” (intrinsic motivation) and by owning a
part of the company (extrinsic motivation). Seeing as, even in this case, we can not identify clear tendencies, we
will say the same as we said with regards to training.
Proposition 5: The presence or absence of staff on demand within a company does not influence the way in
which HRM manages motivational processes.
In conclusion, looking at the factors which are perceived as being crucial for company growth, nobody stated
that staff on demand was an essential element for the expansion of the business. Even in cases where people are
considered crucial for company growth, it has to be said that reference was always made to people who work
permanently for a company. To sum up, what appears to be important for company growth is knowledge (that
gained internally from other people), fund raising, customers and values. Staff on demand, therefore, appears to
be important for carrying out accessory activities which are not linked to the core business but does not appear to
be fundamental for growth. There is an important detail that confirms this, which is the fact that two out of five
companies don not even use contractors and despite this, they are experiencing relatively rapid growth.
Proposition 6: Staff on demand does not represent a crucial element for company growth.
5. Conclusions
The summary contained in table 2 and the propositions put forward in the previous paragraph, only refer to the
companies taken into consideration, even if we can imagine that the situation in similar companies is not very
different. Contrary to what macroeconomics would lead us to believe, the importance of contractors in the
current socio-economic context appears to be less crucial that predicted. Basically, young companies are happy
to rely on staff on demand in case of need, but the importance of stable staff was never put into doubt. It is with
stable staff, in fact, that the core team is made up of, the team that performs the most important activities of the
company. In managing the principle procedures connected to Human Resources, these young fast-growing
Swedish companies do not seem to be influenced by the presence of staff on demand. With the exception of
recruitment, in fact, the training practices and motivational procedures do not seem to be affected by the
presence of this particular category of worker. Staff on Demand seems to have little impact on both the activities
of HR management and company growth. The perception of the CEOs, of HR specialists and of the Founders
goes in this direction, in the sense that according to all of them, their growth is linked to factors which have
nothing to do with Staff on Demand. The most important people are always stable employees because only with
them can long term working relationships can be achieved and strong commitment be developed. Another
explanation regarding growth factors could have its roots in core business tasks. If the growth of a company is
based on particular activities and if these particular activities are carried out by stable employees, there can be no
doubt that growth does not depend on contractors. Another interesting thought is the observation of future
tendencies towards the hiring of freelance workers. Practically the only company that intends to hire more
contractors in the future is Weld, in other words, the only company where the number of contractors exceeds the
number of permanent workers.
We could say that if a startup is born with one form of Human Resource, it will tend to maintain the same
structure in the future. We could ask ourselves how knowledge, especially in a tacit form, can possibly be
developed and managed when people who possess it are not permanently employed by the company. One
possible answer could be that of knowledge which, today, is generated and updated so very quickly that only
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highly specialized contractors can keep up with the pace of change. Such an answer, however, would be in
complete contrast with this case study, as most of the companies taken into consideration have knowledge
generated internally and is possessed by permanent staff. This apparent presence of contradictions will have to
be studied, but it should also be said that every business model has different peculiarities that make it impossible
to generalize on managerial dynamics, especially those related to knowledge management.
As a final analysis, we should not forget that environmental factors are always important. The companies taken
into consideration were born and operate in Sweden, a country that has precise characteristics and that has made
innovation a priority. Everything we can learn from the study of a Swedish company should be placed into a
much wider picture where factors such as public infrastructures, state investments into research and development
and the education system, only to mention a few, play a crucial role.
6. Methodological Conclusions
Significance
Yin (2013) believes that a case study can be considered as being important when it focuses on “some real-world
situation that social scientists had not been able to study in the past” (p. 202).
The case study that we are proposing here focuses on a topic that has so far not been dealt with in a systematic
manner by managerial literature. Some researchers, for example, assert that, today, businesses rely more and
more on freelance workers for absorbing external knowledge (Nesheim, 2003; Kozica et al., 2014). In actual fact,
the evidence obtained by this case study shows that the tendency is the opposite. What emerges, in fact, is a firm
desire to rely on permanent workers and on knowledge obtained from within the organization. The various state
of affairs found in the five Swedish companies could represent an interesting point of discussion, especially
because they seem to contradict what literature has, until now, told us. Furthermore, and with regards to existing
literature on this subject, we can see an almost total absence of contributions regarding the connection between
HRM processes and the type of personnel used. This study singles out three processes (recruitment, training and
motivation) and pairs them to two distinct categories of Human Resource (stable employees and staff on
demand).
Completeness
According to Yin (2013), there are some aspects that have to be taken into consideration in order for a case study
to be considered as being “complete”. A crucial aspect is described in this statement: “The complete case is one
in which a researcher gives clear attention to the boundaries of the case – that is, the distinction between the
phenomenon being studied and its context” (p. 202). In this study, we tried to clearly define both the boundaries
within which the study was conducted (Sweden) and the individual features of these businesses (company’s
founded in recent years and that showed wide margins for growth).
Sufficient evidence
According to Yin (2013), a case study that is presented in an appropriate manner “should enable a reader of the
case study report to reach an independent judgment regarding the merits of your case study and its findings” (p.
205). With this present case study, we have tried to supply a sufficient amount of information that could inspire
thought and encourage further study of the themes dealt with in the future. The organizations taken into
consideration represent a small sample that does not allow wider generalization. It is, however, a wide enough
sample for representing a microcosm which, at the present moment, still remains widely unexplored.
7. Future Research Development
There are a lot of areas on which future research regarding fast-growing companies could focus itself. Above all,
it would be interesting to carry out quantitive studies on the impact that Staff on Demand has on Human
Resource management processes and on the growth of companies, even if at the moment there do not appear to
any data bases that gather comprehensive data on this category of worker. From this point of view, it should be
said that it is difficult to estimate how many contractors there are in any company and at any one time, because
we are dealing with numbers that are continuously changing and that can alter from one month to another and
from one week to another.
Another interesting front could be that of the procedures of Human Resource management taken into
consideration. In this paper we have considered recruitment, training and motivation, but there are evidentially a
large number of other management phases that concern HRM and that are equally interesting.
And as further development, there should be research into the way in which knowledge is created and generated
in fast-growing companies and, above all, into the way in which the presence of Staff on Demand influences
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knowledge management.
And further still, it would be useful in the near future to study once again the companies taken into consideration
here to compare them to their situation in time 1 and to their situation in time 2, in order to understand what has
changed and, above all, why.
Finally, it would also be interesting to learn what happens in other countries and to duplicate the same case study
to other countries. For example, we could try to understand what impact Staff on Demand has on young Italian,
German or French startups.
All of this would certainly enrich the panorama of research into young fast-growing companies and would allow
us to understand how these types of companies are changing our world today.
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